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Introduction
The explosion of Holocaust literature in recent decades has naturally led to a need for bibliographies of the topic. What follows is a description of several among a growing number of Holocaust bibliographies to have appeared since the mid-1980s.
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usually consists of a series of articles written in a relatively popular style that clarify a broad range of topics for the layman. That is not the style of these scholarly essays. Nor is the book really “an analytical guide to topics or sources,” except in a very limited way. In fact, the only themes that are readily accessible to the reader (and librarian) are those reflected in the titles of the eighteen chapters. One would have hoped for a guide to the myriad specific issues covered so well by the essays, such as identity, alienation, Yiddishkeit (and its various definitions), and dual loyalty. Such a tool could have been provided through a good analytical subject index.

Perhaps in a second edition, which this work certainly deserves, the publishers will see fit to add such an index and rectify some of the above-mentioned lacunae, thus providing a more useful reference tool.

Until then, one can enjoy the otherwise outstanding essays, thereby gaining a great deal of knowledge, along with new insights and perspectives on American Jewish literature. Thus, despite minor reservations, this book is highly recommended to both the librarian and the researcher in any field of twentieth-century Judaic Studies.

We should start by noting that Holocaust bibliographies list not only books and articles (most of them only books), but also memorial sites, program resources, organizations, and literature related to the Holocaust. The last-named category is flexible and may, depending on the compiler or sponsor, include histories of the Jews, discussions of modern antisemitism, the Armenian holocaust, and other items tangential to the main topic. “Holocaust denial” literature, normally a product of neo-Nazi, poses a special problem, but it tends to be included as a distasteful subject which is nevertheless of legitimate interest. We are reminded of the decision by the Jewish Encyclopedia at the beginning of the century to give entries to prominent antisemites; this practice has been adopted by serious Jewish encyclopedias ever since.

Reviews

By a “Holocaust-obsessed Catholic,” as the author describes himself. Lists about 500 English-language books, selected for university libraries and large public library and high school collections. Copiously annotated. Indexed by place, concentration camp, and title. In terms of organization and relevance of material, an outstanding work. Cargas has apparently read many of the selected books himself.


Though a poor piece of bookmaking—reproduced from typescript, crowded, and lacking running heads—this is by far the most extensive of recent Holocaust bibliographies, with over 9,000 books and articles in English. Includes historical background, some articles in popular magazines, and much material from the Holocaust period itself. One of the many subsections is devoted to “revisionist” literature. The Edelheits have produced a fairly closely classified list, indexed by author only. An index by place is sorely missed.


English-language only. Aimed at librarians and teachers. About 475 entries. Sponsor is the International Center of B’nai B’rith’s Anti-Defamation League. All entries are either annotated or, if collective works, have contents displayed. Well done, though in this reviewer’s opinion, the controversial aspect of Raul Hilberg’s The Destruction of the European Jews, should have been noted under the entry for that work.

The bibliography includes some directory information and a small section called “analogies,” which lists books on the Armenian holocaust and other comparable events.


By a survivor of Auschwitz, who does her best to provide a scholarly bibliography. The book includes 1,907 entries, mostly in English, with occasional, brief annotations; the general lack of annotations sometimes makes it read too much like a library subject catalog. Index by author only causes a problem; as a minimum, an index by concentration camps and cities should have been provided. Especially useful are the subsections on pre-1945 knowledge of the extermination program and on women in the Holocaust—the latter a subject on which the author is an expert.


Since an extensive bibliography of Holocaust bibliographies is hardly necessary as yet, this section of the work is small— and insufficiently annotated at that. An unusual feature is the inclusion of Hebrew and Yiddish bibliographies, although no attempt is made to arrive at a scholarly transliteration of titles. This work is mainly useful as a directory, not only of organizations (including “Holocaust deniers”), but also of memorial sites. The geographic breakdown causes a jarring note to be struck when all one finds under “Virginia” is the American Nazi Party! The indexing of this reference work is good.
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